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Abstract
People have ideas about the qualities they like in others (e.g., “I like intelligence in a romantic partner”), which are called summarized attribute preferences. But where do summarized preferences come from, and what do they predict? In three studies, we examined how people form summarized preferences and whether they predict situation selection. We showed participants a series of photographs of real faces and assessed both their experienced liking for an attribute (or functional attribute preference) as well as their inference about how much they liked the attribute in the abstract (their summarized preference). Our results suggest that (1) summarized preferences can be only weakly grounded in people’s experienced, functional preferences, (2) summarized preferences can be biased by incidental aspects of the context in which people learn about them, and (3) summarized preferences can nevertheless predict important outcomes like situation selection at a distance (e.g., whether to join a new dating website based on a description of it). We discuss theoretical and methodological implications for the science of human evaluation.
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